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139 Jealous Lu Lan...
"You…"Si Li sight instantly went on Lu Lan's belly.
"May or may not be." Lu Lan said with a smile.
The excitement was overwhelming inside her heart, however, she didn't show it on her
face as it was not confirmed yet and she didn't want to give false hope to Si Li.
However, imagining a child of her and Si Li would bring a joying to her. She couldn't
wait for a day when their child would come in this world.
Of course, Little Champ would be happy as he would get a little monster to play with
him. Lu Lan just hoped that their child would help Little Champ to overcome from his
past and from his introvert nature.
"Let's go to the doctor after setting the things in Lu Family." Si Li said with
excitement.
If they didn't require to go to Lu Family, then they would have gone to the doctor. He
just couldn't wait for the good news.
"Okay."
Afterwards, the husband and wife left for the Lu Mansion. Whereas, leaving Little
Champ under the care of Madam Si and Elder Si. Si Li had given instruction to Mu
Che to get the appointment of the best gynaecologist doctor of the city.

Where the things were going smoothly in Diamond Hills, the things in Lu Mansion
was totally opposite.
The scene which Shu Han-You created in the hospital, Elder Lu and Lu Yaohua was
not happy with her.
Lu Yaohua was now staying in the office or in the hotel. He came to Lu Mansion only
to meet Elder Lu.
Whereas, Elder Lu was staying in his room all day.

Lu Xuelon's career in the showbiz was already at the end. So she joined Lu
Corporation. Whatever be the situation in the home, in the end, Lu Xuelon was a
legitimate child of Lu Yaohua, so he was helping her to take over the Lu Corporation
because Lu Yaohua and Shu Han-You were still hoping that Elder Lu would transfer
all his shares of Lu Corporation to Lu Xuelon.
Now, since Elder Lu had already announced that he was going to read his will, then Lu
Yaohua Shu Han-You and Lu Xuelon had the high expectation from it.
Whereas to teach Lu Lan a lesson, Lu Xuelon went to meet Si Li in the Si Corporation.
However, he was so busy that she had to return with the empty hands. Nevertheless,
she got the information that from the last fifteen days, Lu Lan had stopped coming to
Si Corporation.
Which increased her expectation that Si Li had decided to kick Lu Lan out of his life.
However, soon she would know when Si Li would kick Lu Lan out or not.
In the Lu Mansion, Shu Han-You and Lu Xuelon got ready and went to the study room
where Elder Lu along with his lawyer and Assistant Long were sitting. Soon after, Lu
Yaohua came. Now they were waiting for Lu Lan.
When Shu Han-You got to know that Lu Lan was also coming today, she became very
unhappy. In her opinion, Lu Lan didn't deserve to live, she should have died like her
parents.
Unfortunately, her wish didn't seem to be fulfilled.
After soon, Si Li and Lu Lan reached Lu Mansion.
A maid disdainfully looked at Lu Lan when Lu Lan entered in the Mansion. She was
the personal maid of Shu Han-You and knew all the things about Lu Lan. Maid's
opinion and Shu Han-You's opinion didn't differ.
The maid wanted to insult Lu Lan, however, when she saw that Si Li had come after
Lu Lan. She shut her mouth and immediately went to attend the guest.
"Welcome, President Si" The maid went to greet Si Li.
"Where is Elder Lu?" Si Li indifferently said.
"He is in the study room. Let me take you there." The maid respectfully said.

Si Li nodded and held Lu Lan's hand and softly said: "Let's go."
The maid was shocked seeing the affection between them and what was more
shocking to her, the rings in both of their hands.
The maid was curious to know what was happening in between them? But she
remembered who was she? She was just a maid and it would be better to shut her
mouth in front of Si Li.
Lu Lan knew that the maid wanted to insult to her, however, because of Si Li, she was
holding herself back. Nevertheless, Lu Lan wasn't bothered about the maid. She just
came here to take her share and after that, she didn't want to have any relationship with
Lu Family.
The maid took them to the study room, where the rest of the Lu Family's members
were waiting.
When Shu Han-You heard that Lu Lan was here, then her blood boiled up and she was
ready to lash out her anger on Lu Lan. However, when she saw Lu Lan with Si Li,
holding the hands of each other. She was shocked.
Of course, their eyes went on the rings on their hands also. However, Lu Xuelon
ignored their hands and immediately went to Si Li and clung on his arm and
affectionately said "Bro Li, what a pleasant surprise. How have you been?"
When Lu Lan saw how Lu Xuelon was throwing herself on Si Li, she immediately
wanted to tear the face of Lu Xuelon.
How dare Lu Xuelon clinging on her husband in front of her?...
Initially, Si Li wanted to retreat his arm from Lu Xuelon, as he felt disgusting when
any other women other than Lu Lan touched him. However, his side eye caught the
angry expression on Lu Lan's face. He knew that she was angry and feeling jealous.
Therefore, to tease her, he didn't retreat his arm back.
Lu Lan saw that Si Li stayed still and didn't show any efforts to move away from Lu
Xuelon. She shot an angry look to him, however, his eyes were showing a mischievous
smile.
Lu Lan understood that he was purposely teasing her and therefore she moved towards
Lu Xuelon and removed her hand from Si Li's arm and said with a smile "Xuelon, it's
not a good thing to stay so close with your brother-in-law."

